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ABSTRACT 

Software effort estimation is one of the methods that can help 
software project manager in making decision whether to accept or 
reject requirement changes. Many methods have been developed 
and Function Point Analysis is one of the methods that is used for 
software maintenance phase. Looking from software development 
phase, FPA method faces a challenge on performing estimation 
when the non-developed software artifacts exists (some of the 

classes are fully developed; partially developed; and not 
developed yet). This research aims to develop a method that 
improves the estimation accuracy through combination of 
Function Point Analysis method with Change Impact Analysis 
technique. An evaluation was conducted using two selected case 
studies where a significant accuracy achievement is achieved.   

CCS Concepts 

• Software and its engineering ➝Software design techniques. 

Keywords 

Software Development Effort Estimation; Effort Estimation; 
Function Point Analysis; Change Impact Analysis; Software 
Development Phase. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Change requests are occurring in all the stages of Software 
Development Life Cycle (SDLC). These changes are the main 
causes for a software project failure [1]. An effective change 
acceptance decision can help software project managers in 
accepting or rejecting changes [2] . Software Development Effort 
Estimation (SDEE) is one of the methods that may help the 
software project managers in accepting or rejecting change 

requests with a concrete reason. SDEE method predicts the 
amount of work that is required to implement a change request in 
Person per Month (PM) unit. SDEE can be performed in many 
ways such as: Expert Judgement [3], Estimation by Analogy [4], 

Function Point Analysis (FPA) [5], Source Lines of Code (SLOC) 
[2] and Regression Analysis [6]. However, this study only focused 
on FPA method. 

Function Point Analysis is one of the most common effort 
estimation methods that is used for measuring the size and 
complexity of an SRC by calculating the number of function 
points. Commonly, FPA method is used for software maintenance 
phase where all the software artifacts are in consistent state or 
assumed that all the classes are fully developed. However, using 
FPA in Software Development Phase (SDP) is a challenging task. 
Since in SDP software artifacts are in inconsistent state as some of 

the classes are fully developed, some are partially developed and 
some of the classes are not developed yet.  

Alternatively, software Change Impact Analysis (CIA) is one of 
the techniques that can help software project managers in 
understanding the actual status of software artifacts and moreover, 
it helps software project managers in knowing the consequences 
of an SRC on software artifacts. 

Many researchers agreed that the combination of FPA with CIA 
can help software project managers for an accurate effort 

estimation during software development phase. Therefore, this 
research combines FPA method with CIA technique to propose a 
new software effort estimation method. The proposed method 
predicts the amount of required effort for a SRC in SDP.  

This paper is structured as follows: Section (2) presents related 
work, section (3) describes proposed solution, section (4) presents 
evaluation process and section (5) presents conclusion and future 

work. 

2. RELATED WORK  
The four most related keywords involved in this research are 

Software Effort Estimation, Software Development Effort 
Estimation, Change Impact Analysis, Software Development 
Phase, and Function Point Analysis.  

2.1 Software Development Effort Estimation 
Software Development Effort Estimation (SDEE) is a process that 

predicts the amount of work and hours of work which are required 
to implement a software requirement change. Effort estimation 
can be done in many ways such as: Expert Judgement [7], 
Estimation by Analogy [4], Regression Analysis [8], Ontology 
Based Effort Estimation [9], COCOMO II, Use case Point [10], 
Source Lines of Code [11] and Function Point Analysis[11, 12].  

These methods are divided into two categories: (1) Algorithmic 
and (2) Non-Algorithmic methods [6]. The Algorithmic methods 

are based on fixed and predefined statistical and mathematical 
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equations[5]. While, the Non-Algorithmic methods are based on 
learning, understanding and analyzing previous software 

development projects and may include past personal experiences. 

However, this study has focused on Function Point Analysis (FPA) 
method which is one of the most common algorithmic methods 
that is used for software size estimation by calculating the number 
of function points that the system provides to its end users. FPA 
method is developed by Allan Albrecht in 1979 and its 
fundamental objectives are: (1) independent of development 
technology, (2) simple to apply, (3) can be estimated from 

requirement specifications and (4) meaning full to end users [13]. 
A systematic literature review is conducted on software effort 
estimation by[14] and they stated that FPA is one of the most 
concrete and consistent estimation technique [12, 15].  

In FPA method, user functional requirements are recorded into 
five types: (1) Internal Logical Files (ILF), (2) External Interface 
Files (EIF), (3) External Inputs (EI), (4) External Outputs (EO) 
and (5) External Inquiries (EQ) [16]. A user manual is introduced 

by International Function Point User Group (IFPUG) in 1994 [17] 
for the first time to calculate the number of Function Points (FPs) 
and later it is modified several times with the recent version as 
4.3.1 in 2010 [18]. There are several steps introduced in IFPUG 
manual to calculate the number of FPs [16, 17]. Step 1: to 
calculate total number of Unadjusted Function Points (UFPs) by 
adding ILF, EIF, EQ, EO and EI with their respective complexity 
(low, average or high) as shown in Equation 1[17]. 

 
                                                            (1) 

 
Whereas, 

UFPs: Unadjusted Function Points 

ILF:    Internal Logical Files 

EIF:    External Interface Files  

EI:      External Inputs  

EO:     External Outputs 

EQ:     External Inquiries  

Step 2: to calculate Technical Complexity Factor (TCF) which is 
calculated by estimating the Degree of Influence (DI) for 14 
elements of General Application Characteristics (GSC). A scale is 
used for DI; from zero (0) (no influence), to five (5) strongly 
influence. TCF can be calculated from Equation (2). 

    (         )                                                           (2) 

 
Whereas, 

TCF: Stands for Technical Complexity Factor 

TDI: Total Degree of Influence 

    
Step 3: to calculate FPs which is the multiplication result of UFPs 
and TCF as shown in Equation (3) [16, 17]. 

 
                                                                              (3) 

 
Whereas, 

FPs: Function Points 

UFPs: Unadjusted Function Points 

TCF: Stands for Technical Complexity Factor 

Step 4: to calculate effort which is equal to work productivity 
multiplied by function points. Generally, the productivity is eight 
(8) hours worked per day as shown in Equation (4) [5]. 

                                                                                 (4) 

 

Whereas, 

SRCDE:  Stands for Software Requirement Change 

Development Effort 
P: Stands for Productivity i.e. Eight (8) hours for One (1) 

Function Point 
FP:    Stands for Function Points 

2.2 Change Impact Analysis 
Change impact analysis is the process of identifying potential 
consequences of a change, or estimating what needs to be 
modified to accomplish a change [19]. There are several CIA 
techniques that have been introduced in the literature such as: Use 
Case Maps (UCM), Class Interactions Prediction with Impact 

Prediction Filters (CIP-IPF) technique [20] Path Impact technique 
[21] and the Influence Mechanism technique [1].  

These techniques are divided into two categories: (1) Static 
Impact Analysis (SIA) and (2) Dynamic Impact Analysis (DIA) 
[22]. The SIA technique analyzed the static information which is 
generated from software artifacts such as: requirements, design, 
class and test artifacts. On the other hand, DIA technique analyzed 
the dynamic information or executing code.  

Existing CIA techniques are assumed that all classes in the class 
artifacts are fully developed; and secondly the class artifacts are 
used as a source of analysis, since it represents the final forms of 
user requirements [23]. Unfortunately, these assumptions are not 
practical for implementing CIA in the software development 
phase since some class artifacts are still not developed or partly 
developed [24]. 

However, studies [5, 22, 23] shows that the integration of these 

two techniques: (1) SIA and (2) DIA will be a good method for 
CIA during software development phase. A framework that has 
been developed for software development phase integrated SIA 
and DIA and considers all partially developed classes, fully 
developed classes and not developed classes. The framework is 
named as: Software Development Phase Change Impact Analysis 
Framework (SDP-CIAF) [23]. The SDP-CIAF as the following 
features; (1) It provides SIA which covers the software artifacts 
traceability from requirement until development phase as well as 

source code, (2) It includes dynamic analysis of the source code, 
(3) It considers the inconsistent states of the software artifacts (4) 
It is used for software development phase. 

Hence, this study has selected SDP-CIAF framework as a CIA 
technique and combined it with FPA method to propose a new 
software effort estimation method which could be used to measure 
the amount of effort that is required to implement a software 
requirement change or changes during software development 

phase 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
The new proposed method is the combination of two techniques, 
which are: (1) SDP-CIAF and (2) FPA method. The new proposed 
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method may help software project managers in an accurate effort 
estimation during software development phase and it also helps 

software project managers in an effective change acceptance 
decision by accepting or rejecting software requirement changes. 

This method has four main steps such as:  Step 1: Software 
Requirement Analysis, Step 2: Calculating Function Points, Step 3: 
Performing Change Impact Analysis and Step 4: Estimating 
Required Effort as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Software Development Effort Estimation Method 

 

Phase 1: Software Change Request Analysis 
It starts with a software change request form, having the following 
information: software change request name, software change 
request ID, software change request receiving date and software 
change request type (Addition, Deletion or Modification). At the 
end of this phase a document is generated and named as: software 

change request specifications which will be used as an input for 
Phase 2. This process will be repeated for each software change 
request. 

Phase 2: Conducting Change Impact Analysis 
In this phase the process of Change Impact Analysis (CIA) will be 
done. The process starts by checking the consequences of a 
software change request on software artifacts. Furthermore, it also 
checks the status of the class artifacts which may be Partially 
Developed (PD), Fully Developed (FD) or Not Developed yet and 

finally an updated set of software artifacts are generated which 
will used as input in phase 3. The process will be repeated for 
each software change request. 

Table 1 shows the Code Development Status Multiplier (CDSM) 
for software requirement changes. 

Table 1. Code Development Status Multiplier 

S/NO Development 

Status 

Symbol CDSM 

1 Not Developed ND 0.00 

2 Partially Developed PD 0.50 

3 Fully Developed FD 1.00 

Phase 3: Estimating Function Points  

In this Phase the number of Function Points will be calculated 
from Unadjusted Function Points and Technical Complexity 

Factor by using Equation (3). This phase will use the updated set 
of software artifacts as an input and identified five (5) type of 
functions such as: ILF, EIF, EI, EO and EQ by using the IFPUG 
manual rules [16, 18] and calculated UFPs and TCF using  
Equation (1) and Equation 2 respectively [25]. The process will be 
repeated for each software change request. 

Phase 4: Estimating Change Request Development Effort  
In this Phase the amount of effort that is required to implement a 

software change request will be estimated by using two inputs: (1) 
number of FPs and (2) updated set of software artifacts. Whereas, 
the effort is equal to productivity multiplied by number of 
function point [11]. For example, if the productivity is 8 hours for 
1 function point. Then number of efforts will be equal to 
Productivity multiplied by FPs as shown in Equation (4). The 
process will be repeated for each software change request. 

4. EVALUATION PROCESS 
This section defines the method for conducting the evaluation 
process. During the evaluation process four main elements which 
have been considered are: (1) Case selection, (2) Data Collection, 
(3) Evaluation Metric, and (4) Evaluation Results. 

4.1 Case Selection 
To evaluate the results of new proposed method two case studies 
are selected i.e. Vending Machine Control System (VMCS) and 
Ticket Dispensing System (TDS). The selected software’s are 
developed by the team of 5 (five) experienced members. The 
members are Master of Software engineering students and having 

industrial experiences. 

Table 2. Data Collection 

Project 
ID 

SRC ID SDP SRC Type 

P-1 CR-1 Analysis Addition 

CR-2 Analysis Addition 

CR-3 Analysis Addition 

CR-4 Design Deletion 

CR-5 Design Modification 

CR-6 Coding Addition 

CR-7 Coding Modification 

CR-8 Coding Deletion 

CR-9 Design Modification 

CR-10 Design Addition 

P-2 CR-11 Analysis Addition 

CR-12 Analysis Addition 

CR-13 Analysis Addition 

CR-14 Analysis Deletion 

CR-15 Analysis Modification 

CR-16 Coding Addition 

CR-17 Coding Modification 

CR-18 Testing Addition 

CR-19 Testing Modification 

CR-20 Testing Deletion 
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4.2 Data Collection 
During two case studies 20 (Twenty) software requirement 
changes have been introduced from both software projects. These 
changes are mostly introduced from all phases of software 
development life cycle. Later, these changes have been analyzed 
and a change request specification document is derived.  

Table 2 is showing the data collection with Software Requirement 
Change ID, Software Development Phase (SDP) and Software 
Requirement Change (SRC) Type i.e. Addition, Deletion and 
Modification and Modification Type CRC is sub divided into two 
categories i.e. (Modification-Addition and Modification-Deletion). 

4.3 Evaluation Metric 
An evaluation metric named as Magnitude of Relative Error 
(MRE) is used for the evaluation of new proposed effort 
estimation method. It has calculated a rate of the relative errors in 
both cases of over-estimation or under-estimation as shown 
Equation (6) [26, 27].  

 

    
                                        

                       
                 (6) 

4.4 Evaluation Results 
Table 3. MRE Values Produced from the new Proposed 

Method 

Project 
ID 

Requirement 
Change ID 

Estimated 

Effort 

Man per 

Hour  

(SDEEM) 

Actual 

Effort 

Man 

per 

Hour 

MRE % 

P-1 CR-1 56 55 0.018182 

CR-2 80 78 0.025641 

CR-3 33 31 0.064516 

CR-4 00 00 00 

CR-5 24 27 0.111111 

CR-6 88 85 0.035294 

CR-7 16 14 0.142857 

CR-8 16 15 0.066667 

CR-9 24 23 0.043478 

CR-10 56 58 0.034483 

P-2 CR-11 80 82 0.02439 

CR-12 112 109 0.027523 

CR-13 56 57 0.017544 

CR-14 48 46 0.043478 

CR-15 32 30 0.066667 

CR-16 24 28 0.142857 

CR-17 48 51 0.058824 

CR-18 56 54 0.037037 

CR-19 32 34 0.058824 

CR-20 80 83 0.036145 

Table 3 shows the results of the case studies using the new 
proposed method i.e. SDEEM. The evaluation process focused on 

the results between the estimated efforts with the actual effort. 
According to [28] whenever MRE value increases the estimation 

accuracy decreases.  

Table 4 shows the MRE values produced from the new proposed 
model and Table 4 shows the MRE values Produced from the 
existing Function Point Analysis method. Whereas, Table 5 shows 
the comparison between the MRE values produced from existing 

Function Point Analysis method and the new proposed method. 
 

Table 4. MRE Values Produced from existing Function Point 

Analysis Method 

Project 
ID 

Requirement 
Change ID 

Estimated 

Effort 

with FPA 

method 

Actual 

Value 

of 

Effort 

MRE % 

P-1 CR-1 56 55 0.018182 

CR-2 80 78 0.025641 

CR-3 33 31 0.064516 

CR-4 15 00 #DIV/0! 

CR-5 24 27 0.111111 

CR-6 88 85 0.035294 

CR-7 16 14 0.142857 

CR-8 25 15 0.666667 

CR-9 24 23 0.043478 

CR-10 56 58 0.034483 

P-2 CR-11 80 82 0.02439 

CR-12 112 109 0.027523 

CR-13 56 57 0.017544 

CR-14 60 46 0.304348 

CR-15 32 30 0.066667 

CR-16 24 28 0.142857 

CR-17 48 51 0.058824 

CR-18 56 54 0.037037 

CR-19 32 34 0.058824 

CR-20 97 83 0.168675 

 

Table 5: Comparison between the MRE Values Produced 

from Existing Function Point Analysis Method and the new 

Proposed Method 

Project 

ID 

Requirement 

Change ID 

MRE Values 

with 
SDEEM 

MRE 

Values with 

FPA 
method 

P-1 CR-1 0.018182 0.018182 

CR-2 0.025641 0.025641 

CR-3 0.064516 0.064516 

CR-4 00 #DIV/0! 

CR-5 0.111111 0.111111 

CR-6 0.035294 0.035294 

CR-7 0.142857 0.142857 
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CR-8 0.066667 0.666667 

CR-9 0.043478 0.043478 

CR-10 0.034483 0.034483 

P-2 CR-11 0.02439 0.02439 

CR-12 0.027523 0.027523 

CR-13 0.017544 0.017544 

CR-14 0.043478 0.304348 

CR-15 0.066667 0.066667 

CR-16 0.142857 0.142857 

CR-17 0.058824 0.058824 

CR-18 0.037037 0.037037 

CR-29 0.058824 0.058824 

CR-20 0.036145 0.168675 

5. DISCUSSION  
The effort estimation accuracy of the new Software Development 
Effort Estimation Method has been evaluated by selecting two 
case studies and from each case study ten software change 
requests have been introduced during software development phase. 

To review the results of the new proposed method this study has 
come up with some solutions of the problems which were 

encountered in our previous studies [5] the solutions are: (1) 
Proposed method can identify the impact of software requirement 
changes on software artifacts and (2) Proposed method can predict 
an accurate amount of effort for software requirement changes as 
compared to existing FPA method during software development 
phase.  

The results of the proposed method are compared with the results 
from existing FPA method as shown in Table 5 and observed that 
the new proposed method is providing more accurate effort 

estimation results compared to FPA method. The main reason of 
providing more accurate estimation result with the new proposed 
method is because of Change Impact Analysis (CIA) technique. 
The CIA technique helps software project managers in knowing 
the actual status of class artifacts which are beneficial for an 
accurate estimation. While the existing FPA is limited in knowing 
the actual status of class artifacts which might produce inaccurate 
effort estimation results. 

For example, a class is fully developed or partially developed is 
replaced with a new change request which is not developed yet. 
So, the class which is developed partially or fully shows that some 
effort has been already taken for its implementation. For an 
accurate effort estimation, it is important to know that effort that 
has been taken already. The new proposed method can help 
software project managers in an accurate effort estimation while 
the existing FPA method is limited to know the amount effort that 

has been taken already. The new proposed method which is the 
combination FPA with CIA can help project managers in 
estimating the accurate amount of effort for software requirement 
changes during software development phase. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This study proposed a new software effort estimation method that 
combines between Function Point Analysis (FPA) and Change 
Impact Analysis (CIA). As discussed earlier, the FPA method 
predicts the amount of effort for software requirement changes in 

initial phase of Software Development Life Cycle (SLDC).  
Whereas, CIA technique identifies the consequences of a software 

requirement change on software artifacts, and the development 
status of the code for software requirement change. The 
evaluation results shows that proposed method is able to give 
higher accuracy on the amount effort for a software requirement 
change during software development phase compared to the 
independent FPA method (without CIA technique).  

The results of this study are the part of our ongoing research to 
overcome the challenges of accurate effort estimation for software 

requirement changes during software development phase. For 
future work, this study is aiming to conduct intensive tests of this 
method by considering more software requirement changes from 
different case studies. 
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